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VieVinum 2018: A Warm Welcome to This Year’s Guest Country – Switzerland!  
 
Armed with indigenous grape varieties and a highly distinctive wine character, Swiss winegrowers 
have been sparking a worldwide sensation. Even on the Austrian market, Swiss wine is a brand in 
demand. And it is all the more delightful that VieVinum, on the occasion of its 20th anniversary, is 
welcoming some of Switzerland’s best winemakers as part of their country’s guest appearance at the 
heralded wine fair. 

 
Picturesque vineyards on rolling hills that extend far into the alpine region accompanied by vine-lined 
rivers and lakes. Such facet-rich distinction comes through in Swiss wines as well - especially as there 
is hardly any other wine country cultivating such a large number of autochthonous grape varieties 
within such a small space. And these varieties, such as Arvine, Bondola and Completer, are sought 
after as wines by sommeliers and wine lovers who are looking for something truly special and unique. 
However, the wines are available only in limited quantities because of what nature dictates through a 
filigree-structured wine landscape. 
 
In demand as much as the wines themselves are the commented tastings of them - which will take 
place within the framework of VieVinum. These will include a retrospective of ten vintages, many of 
which are already out of stock. The aim of this exclusive tasting – which will be moderated by Andreas 
Keller, co-founder of Mémoire - is to highlight the often underestimated ageing potential and the 
nobility of great Swiss wines. Indeed, a rare opportunity that should not be missed. 
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